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Summer is in full swing. With record breaking heat,
global warming seems to be in full force. That is until
the next crippling ice event…….
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It’s hot!!!
This quarter, we are doing more of a public service
announcement. Andromats aren’t the only thing that
requires maintenance, our bodies do too. With the high
temperatures of late, heat related injuries are on the
rise. On average, 660 people every year in the US lose
their lives as a result of heat stress.
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Our bodies are great machines. They provide us with a
wide range of operation with limits and will tell us when
we exceed those limits.
Working in the heat is one of these operational
envelopes. Most of us have the need to work, and
doing so when it gets hot is no exception. Our bodies
continued on page 2
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Andromat Today is a quarterly trade publication for
discussing Andromat issues important to the end user.
Each issue will contain useful tidbits of information as
well as any news updates from the company. Look for
your issue of Andromat Today in your inbox.

Not getting your issue? Submit your email address to
service@andromatusa.com and we’ll ensure you are
added to the list.

Do you have a topic for Andromat Today? Send us
what you would like to see and your name could
appear in an upcoming issue. Send your requests to
service@andromatusa.com.
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can adapt to this environment by sweating and will go
as far as to shut down should we get too hot. Heat
stress is broken down into three categories; heat
cramps, heat exhaustion, heat stroke.

Heat Cramps:
This condition is much as it sounds. As we sweat,
we begin to loose vital nutrients in the support of
working muscles. If we fail to replace these minerals,
our muscles may begin to cramp, usually in the
abdomen, arms, or legs. Replacing the lost minerals
(sports drinks), along with rest, will alleviate these
symptoms. Contact 911 or safety personnel if
conditions do not improve. Keep in mind that heat
cramps don’t occur with all people and may be a sign
of heat exhaustion.
Heat Exhaustion:
Heat exhaustion is the body’s response to excessive
loss of water and minerals. A few of the symptoms are:
profuse sweating, extreme fatigue, dizziness,
confusion, cramps, nausea, fast and shallow
breathing. To alleviate these symptoms, move to
shaded or air conditioned area. Consume plenty of
water and/or sports drinks. If necessary, fan the
individual or soak clothing with cool water. Contact
911 or safety personnel if conditions do not improve.

Conclusion:
No two people are alike. Each of us reacts differently
to working in the heat. Working in locations such as
foundries and forges present a greater risk of heat
stress due to the environment. Be aware. Know
yourself and your limits. Be mindful of others around
you. Be prepared, for the life you save could be your
own.

If you would like further information on heat stress and
the related illnesses, please contact:
https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/heatstress/heat_illnesses.
html
Foundry specific data can be found:
http://www.afsinc.org/files/establishing%20heat%20str
ess%20update_rev.pdf

Heat Stroke:
Heat stroke is the most severe form of heat related
stress. Heat stroke can lead to brain damage and
death if left untreated. In addition to the previous
symptoms listed, sufferers of heat stroke may also
have severe headache, hot red skin, lack of sweat,
fainting, or seizures. If you someone experiencing
some or all of these symptoms, don’t hesitate, call 911
or your nearest safety person. Immediately take the
person to a shady or air conditioned area. Loosen or
remove outer clothing. Apply cold packs or ice to the
individual’s armpits and groin. Fan the person and/or
wet the body or clothing with cool water. If the
individual is responsive, begin giving water as soon as
possible. Stay with the person until help arrives.
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